Dashboard: Account Administrator Roles Reference

What is the Account Administrator Roles Reference dashboard?
The Account Administrator Roles Reference dashboard displays the most current role or roles assigned to staff and faculty through the Account Administrator tool in Compass. It can be used as a quick reference to search assignments by various Chartfields, the Employee Role, or by Employee. Account Administrator roles are assigned at the Operating Unit, Department, or Project level.

IMPORTANT: This dashboard should only be used a reference for existing assignments entered through Compass. If assignments need to be added or modified, please refer to the Account Administrator job aids for instructions.

- How do I View Account Administrator Assignments in Compass?
- How do I Perform a Mass Add or Change to Account Administrator Assignments?
- How do I Run Compass Reports for Account Administrator Assignments?

Do other dashboards in EBI use Account Administrator Assignments?
Yes! The Faculty Financial Summary dashboard uses two of the Account Administrator roles to populate sponsored and non-sponsored projects for the faculty portfolio:

- The **Project PI** role is assigned to faculty when they are the Project PI for a sponsored project which is on an award for which they are not the award PI.
- The **Faculty** role is assigned to faculty when they are designated with responsibility for a non-sponsored project.

For more information about the Faculty Financial Summary, including job aids, visit our website.

When should I use the Account Administrator Roles Reference dashboard?
Use this dashboard to view the current Account Administrator Roles assigned to staff and faculty. This dashboard can also be used to verify the sponsored and non-sponsored projects that populate the Faculty Financial Summary dashboard, as well as the Financial Outlook Reporting Tool (FORT).

Where do I find this report in EBI?
1. Log in to EBI: https://dwbi.emory.edu/analytics
2. Click on the Dashboards Menu in the upper right corner.
3. In the FMS – Management folder, click the Account Administrator Roles Reference link.
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Understanding the Dashboard Pages

The dashboard is divided into three pages (or tabs): **By Chartfields**, **Award PI & Faculty Roles**, and **By Administration & Staff Roles**. The default page for the dashboard is the By Chartfields page.

- The **By Chartfields** page displays a reference table for all Account Administrator assignments. Users have the option to prompt on Operating Unit, Department, and Project (the Chartfields where assignments are made). Additional prompts include Fund Group, RAS Unit, Award, and Employee Role.
  - **NOTE:** Award PI is not an Employee Role assigned through the Account Administrator tool and therefore this page does not display Award PIs.

- The **Award PI & Faculty Roles** page allows you to prompt on an individual employee and view any assignments where they are the Award PI, the Project PI on a sponsored project, or Faculty on a non-sponsored project.
  - **NOTE:** Award PI is included here for reference, but is not entered in or managed by the Account Administrator tool.

- The **By Administration & Staff Roles** page allows you to prompt on an individual employee and view any assignments where they are the Chief Business Officer, Dean, Faculty Department Administrator, Staff Department Administrator, Staff, or RAS Administrator.

---

**Account Administrator Roles By Chartfields Page**

This is the default page and will automatically display all current assigned roles. The default table view includes Operating Unit, Department, Project, Award, Employee Role, and Employee ID & Name.

---

**TIP:** When an employee is assigned a role at the Operating Unit, this table will display all Departments, and Projects that roll up under that Operating Unit. Similarly, when an employee is assigned a role at the Department, this table will display all Projects that roll up under that Department.
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Additional columns are available to include in this table. Right click on any column header and navigate to Include Column to view these columns.

![Image showing Include Column option]

**NOTE:** When including or prompting on the RAS Unit, please note that the RAS Unit displayed is by the Project Department, not the Award Department.

**Selecting Prompts**

The results can be filtered by selecting Prompts. On this page, Prompt options include: Fund Group, Operating Unit, RAS Unit, Department, Award, Project, and Employee Role.

Remember to click **Apply** after selecting any Prompt values!
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Account Administrator Roles By Award PI & Faculty Roles Page

This page displays assignments for PI & Faculty specific roles. On this page, users can prompt on an individual employee to see all sponsored and non-sponsored projects where they are assigned as the Award PI, Project PI, or Faculty. Remember, the Award PI is not assigned through Account Administrator, but is displayed here to provide a full picture of any individual faculty portfolio.

**TIP:** The assignments on this page should correspond with the sponsored and non-sponsored projects that populate the Faculty Financial Summary dashboard and FORT for the prompted employee.

**Selecting Prompts**

Unlike the By Chartfields page, you must prompt on an Employee to see results.

1. Click on the dropdown menu under the word **Employee**, and click “More/Search...”

2. If you know the EMPLID of the employee you want to select, you can enter it in the **Name** field and click **Search**.
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3. If you do not know the EMPLID, you can search by the employee’s name.
   i. Click the dropdown menu next to the Name field and select **Contains**.
   ii. Uncheck the box next to **Match Case**.
   iii. Type the employee’s first or last name in the **Name** field.

   **TIP:** Notice the format of the names is “Last,First” without a space. Due to this format, we recommend that you search only by Last OR First name, not both. Searching for both may not yield results. If you must search by both, use the same format as “Ahmed,Rafi”

   iv. Click **Search**.

4. Once you have located the employee you wish to see assignments for, Select that employee by double clicking their EMPLID-Name, or by single clicking and using the arrow button to move the employee to the Selected box. Click **OK**.

5. Click **Apply**.
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Viewing the Award PI & Faculty Role Assignments

The assignments are split into three different sections: Award PI Assignments, Project PI Assignments, and Non-Sponsored Project Faculty Assignments.

If the prompted employee has not been assigned as the Award PI, Project PI, or Faculty on an award or project, you will see a message similar to the following:

- The **Award PI Assignments** section lists all awards where the employee is identified as the Principal Investigator. This data is not through the Account Administrator tool. The default table includes columns for the **Award Principal Investigator**, **Award**, and **Project**.

  **NOTE:** This section only displays active awards, meaning if the award end date has passed it will no longer populate in this table.

- The **Project PI Assignments** section lists all **Sponsored Projects** where the employee has been identified as the Project PI. Project PI assignments are entered via the Account Administrator tool by RAS. The default table includes columns for the **Employee ID & Name**, **Employee Role**, and the **Project**, with the option to include the **Award** column.

  **NOTE:** If the faculty member is the Award PI on an award, they should **NOT** be listed as the Project PI for any projects related to that award.
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- The **Non-Sponsored Project Faculty Assignments** section lists all **Non-Sponsored Projects** where the employee has been identified as the Faculty responsible for that project. Faculty assignments are entered via the Account Administrator tool by designated staff in schools/units. The default table includes columns for the **Employee ID & Name**, **Employee Role**, and the **Project**.

![Non-Sponsored Project Faculty Assignments](image)

---

**Account Administrator Roles By Administration & Staff Roles Page**

This page displays assignments for Administration & Staff specific roles. On this page, users can prompt on an individual employee to see Operating Units, Departments, or Projects where they are assigned as the Chief Business Officer, Dean, Faculty Department Administrator, Staff Department Administrator, Staff, or RAS Administrator.

**Selecting Prompts**

Similar to the Award PI & Faculty Roles page, you must prompt on an Employee to see results.

Please see the Selecting Prompts section for the Award PI & Faculty Roles page for tips on how to search for and select Employees, pages 4-5 of this job aid.

Once you have selected the Employee(s) you wish to prompt on, click **Apply**.

![Account Administrator Roles By Administration & Staff Roles](image)
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Viewing the Administration & Staff Role Assignments

The assignments are split into four different sections: Chief Business Officer & Dean Assignments, Faculty Department Administrator Assignments, Staff Department Administrator & Staff Assignments, and RAS Administrator Assignments.

If the prompted employee has not been assigned as the Chief Business Officer, Dean, Faculty Department Administrator, Staff Department Administrator, Staff, or RAS Administrator, you will see a message similar to the following in the relevant section:

- The Chief Business Officer & Dean Assignments section lists all Operating Units where the employee is identified as the Chief Business Officer or Dean. The default table includes columns for the Employee ID & Name, Employee Role, and Operating Unit. Department and Project are available as excluded columns.

- The Faculty Department Administrator Assignments section lists all Departments where the employee is identified as the Faculty Department Administrator. The default table includes columns for the Employee ID & Name, Employee Role, and Department. Operating Unit and Project are available as excluded columns.
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- The Staff Department Administrator & Staff Assignments section lists all Departments and Projects where the employee is identified as the Staff Department Administrator or Staff. The default table includes columns for the Employee ID & Name, Employee Role, Department, and Project. Operating Unit and Project are available as excluded columns.

- The RAS Administrator Assignments section lists all Projects where the employee is identified as the RAS Administrator. The default table includes columns for the Employee ID & Name, Employee Role, Award, and Project. Operating Unit, Department, and RAS Unit are available as excluded columns.

   **NOTE:** The Award column is included for reference only, as Account Administrator assignments are not made at the Award level.

   **NOTE:** When including the RAS Unit column, please note that the RAS Unit displayed is by the Project Department, not the Award Department.
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More Information:

For questions about the Account Administrator tool in Compass, please see the below job aids or contact the Compass Support team via the Finance Support Center. Choose Compass as your ticket category and Grants Management Suite as your Sub Category.

- How do I View Account Administrator Assignments in Compass?
- How do I Perform a Mass Add or Change to Account Administrator Assignments?
- How do I Run Compass Reports for Account Administrator Assignments?

For questions about using the Account Administrator Roles Reference dashboard, contact the Analytics & Reporting team via the Finance Support Center. Choose Emory Business Intelligence (EBI)/Reporting as your ticket category.